WORKSHOPS
5TH FEB SUNDAY

Master the Marimba Lumina
A performance by Lukas of the
marimba,a type of electronic
xylophone, designed by the
legendary synthesizer engineer ,Don
Buchla. Lukas would also discuss
the unique experiences he has had
as a musician

11.00 am01.00 pm

ARTISANS'

Lukas Ligeti,
All the way from Austria, with over 18
years spent working on experimental,
collaborative projects with musicians in
Africa and other parts of the world.

Know your Sarees
All of us know that there are many
types of sarees from different areas
of our Textile rich country. But do
we know enough about what we are
buying? What is so unique about
the piece that we are buying?

2.00 pm3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Bela Shanghavi,
A life-long chronicler of the textiles, textile
art and handicrafts of India with over 29
years of experience in the International and
Indian Industry. Currently writing a book on
Textiles of India.

Street Photography by
Breaking Rules

3.00 pm7.00 pm

Bellagio
Bistro

Kaushik Chakravorty,
Veteran photographer having worked on a
gamut of international and Indian brands,
publications, films and ad agencies!

11.00 am 01.00 pm

ARTISANS'

Radhi Parekh,
A graduate and visiting faculty of the
National Institute of Design (NID), returned
to India in 2009 from a career spanning
two decades over three continents, from
illustrating children’s books in London,
and multimedia games in San Francisco, to
designing usable online software solutions
for Oracle and eBay in Silicon Valley.
She founded ARTISANS, Kala Ghoda,in
2011, a "place where art, craft and design
converge" .

Registration Required

6TH FEB MONDAY

The Magic of Colour
Interaction
Did you know that a colour changes
relative to the its surrounding
colour? This introductory workshop
helps develop a sensitivity to
the nature of colour. Learn the
language of colour and gain a solid
foundation to using it in everyday
life, through confident colour
choices!

WORKSHOPS
Demystifying the Drape
With over 50 ways of draping the
sarees, which one do you choose?
Shaina helps with her expertise by
showcasing to us the various ways
of doing so in a matter of minutes.

2.00 pm3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Shaina NC,
One of India’s leading fashion designers
and politician.

Master Series :The Fine Art of
Block Printing
Conducted by India’s leading block
printers and suppliers of this fabric
to designers such as Rohit Bal
and Priyadarshini Rao. Learn the
mastery of this craft with indigo
dyes.

6.00 pm
onwards

ARTISANS'

Sarfaraz Khatri & Ahmed Khatri

10.00 am 01.00 pm

ARTISANS'

Kawita Thakoor,
Arts and Crafts expert

2.00 pm 3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Snigdha Binjola
A certified Tea Sommelier will take you on
a journey backwards from your tea cup
to the leaf. She specializes in creating
signature hand-blended teas and runs
Tea Trunk, which offers a range of Tea
Consulting services and hosts Tea
Appreciation workshops for individuals
and corporates.

7TH FEB TUESDAY

Working with Papier Mache
A fascinating demonstration on
the uses of papier mache and the
unique creations that are possible
Around the World in 8 Teas
Explore the practice of tea in
different world cultures and
celebrate the many avatars of your
daily chai. At this workshop, you’ll
taste eight different types of teas
and learn to pick tasting notes and
how to choose and correctly brew
fine teas.There are as many ways of
growing and preparing tea as there
are ways of brewing and serving it.

WORKSHOPS
Master Series : Interpreting a
picture in words
Sathya Saran will host the workshop
on Travel, Fashion and Film

6.00 pm
onwards

ARTISANS'

Sathya Saran
Editor of Femina India, has written various
shows for television and radio , besides
being published in several Indian and
International magazines. She has been on
the board of Directors for NIFT and Apparel
Manufacture.

Illustrating Children books
using Folk Art Traditions
An awareness and sensitivity to
the folk arts and artists needs to be
created amongst children, leading
to an appreciation and support for it
(in the future).
Panel Discussion

10.00 am 01.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Young India Books
The panel will consist of World Craft
Council’s Secretary General Ms Sageet
Chopra, Tara Book Publication’s Maegan
Dobson Chadwick, Kids Edutainment
Centre’s Vaishali Gadekar , Paramparik
Karigar’s committee member Ms Neela
Shinde & Moderator IIT IDC’s Ms Neena
Sabnani along with an educationist and a
parent.

The Art of collecting Art
Brinda Miller and Tarana
Khubchandani will speak to the
audience about how and why
they began collecting art. Should
collecting art be an emotional
decision or should it be an
investment?

2.00 pm 3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Brinda Miller, renowed contemporary artist
and Tarana Khubchandani , proprietor of
Gallery Art & Soul, Mumbai.

Face to Face

5.30 pm 7.00 pm

Bellagio
Bistro

Poet Arundhathi Subramanian in
conversation with dancer Alarmel Valli

Master Series :Creating
Brands
This workshop will speak about
the concept of design and creating
brands along with its changing

6.00 pm
onwards

ARTISANS'

Sudarshan Dheer
A design guru with nearly 50 years of
experience in this field, having created
marquee logos for brands such as Kissan,
Hindustan Petroleum,Essar, IDBI and

8TH FEB TUESDAY

WORKSHOPS
forms and functionality over the
years. Whether it is Product design,
Industrial design, Graphic design or
even Architecture, the process of
creativity is just the same in all
wherein form comes second to the
functionality.

9TH FEB THURSDAY

Raheja among others. Dheer’s work has
been featured in more than 50 international
publications and won more than 40 awards

Grow your own Garden
'Reap what you sow', this phrase
has special significance when
it comes to growing your own
veggies An introduction and demo
to growing organic herbs and
vegetables, to help you develop
not one, but two green thumbs and
make city living a bit more fun.

10.00 am 1.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Anusha Babbar
Founder of Green Grower India

Tadka Mumbai Masala
Delicious things happen in
Rushina's kitchen; join her for
a spicy little workshop in which
she will use ingredients from
Mumbais community kitchens
to create wonderful new dishes.
A Maharashtrian Chilli paste
(Thencha) inspired Pesto,
IraniZaresht berries (from berry
pulaofame) to make a delicious
Walnut Dip, Anna RascallaMasalla
(Sambhartadka inspired Curry leaf
seasoning) Chaat,to name a few!

2.00 pm 3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Rushina Munshaw
Food blogger, gastronomy columnist, writer,
consultant, author and culinary trainer.

Inside Bodies :
A fascinating discussion on the
Language of dance

5.30 pm 6.30 pm

Bellagio
Bistro

Mehneer Sudan and Sanjukta Wagh,
celebrated contemporary dancers

WORKSHOPS
Master Series : 2D or not 2D –
That is the question

6.00 pm
onwards

ARTISANS'

10.00 am 1.30 pm

ARTISANS'

2.00 pm 3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

10TH FEB FRIDAY

Paper Passion
A fascinating and interactive
workshop on creating basic paper
structures through in various
shapes and methods
Rediscover your Culinary
Heritage
This workshop will trace the history
of the restaurants in Mumbai which
had a profound impact on dietary
habits of Indians, especially on
their approach towards food. The
features of these establishments
represented fusion of Indian
requirement with western concepts.
In Mumbai basically two types of
dining establishments developed,
one which catered exclusively to
European customers and others
which were managed by and catered
to the Indians. The focal point of
this workshop is on the latter.

Arzan Khambatta,
He’s sometimes called the ‘Iron Man’ and
he’s one of the country’s most prolific
sculptors. But Arzan Khambatta trained as
an architect and his fascination with the
metal goes back to 1982 when he first
began turning it into different shapes. He
has done innumerable solo and group
shows in Mumbai and is now planning to
head abroad.
Rajendra Gole
Works with several advertising agencies
as a paper sculptor, specialises in
models, table tops, sculptures and show
pieces. The Government of India has also
filmed a documentary on his works.
Dr. Mohsina Mukadam
Academic and culinary historian

WORKSHOPS
Wine Tasting –
Sniff, swirl, sip and spit!
Learn about various types of wines
and other fun facts. Hic!

5.00 pm 6.30 pm

Bellagio
Bistro

Good Earth Wines supported by Bellagio
Bistro

6.00 pm
onwards

ARTISANS'

Sooni Taraporevala,
A graduate from Harvard University and
internationally acclaimed screenwriter and
photographer, She is best known as the
screenwriter of Mississippi Masala, The
Namesake and Oscar-nominated Salaam
Bombay.

Understanding Opera - An
NCPA Chalk Talk

11.00 am 1.00 pm

ARTISANS'

Zane Dalal,
World renowned Conductor and Pianist
having performed all around the globe
Zane was born and educated in England.
He holds Masters Degrees in Music from
both the University of Oxford, U.K and from
Indiana University, at Bloomington

Music for A Goddess
This workshop will introduce the
explorations made by two UCLA
ethnomusicologists, leading to
the fully authored DVD, Music for
a Goddess including its 5-part
structure, the fictive documentary
and archival elements employed,
screen selected scenes, and engage
in discussion, especially of the
creative and musical processes
involved.

2.00 pm 3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Amy Catlin-Jairazbhoy and Nazir Ali
Jairazbhoy

Registration Required
Master Series :Learning about
Screen Writing

11TH FEB SATURDAY

WORKSHOPS
Calligraphy

3.00 pm 7.00 pm

Bellagio
Bistro

Santosh Kshirsagar,
He has been teaching Indian (Devanagari)
Calligraphy, Typography &
Design, for the past 20 years. Illustrated
talks on Indian Calligraphy in Germany,
Belgium, London and Japan. Work exhibited
in Australia, USA. Conducted more than a
hundred workshops

AVID Learning presents The
Changing Face of Mumbai :
Fashion & Photography

2.30 pm 4.00 pm

Institute Of
Contemporary
Indian Art
Gallery

Vikram Bawa - Fashion Photographer
Chirodeep Chaudhuri, Journalist &
Photographer
(Presentation, Q & A)

Master Series :Get Gorgeous Beauty and Skin Tips

6.00 pm
onwards

Artisan’s
Centre

Dr Purnima Mhatre,
Leading skin and beauty specialist

12TH FEB SUNDAY

2.00 pm 3.30 pm

ARTISANS'

Himanshu Seth,
Celebrated photographer Himanshu is back
this year with all the information you’d need
to hone those digital photography skills!

AVID Learning presents Mumbai
Humour: Caricatures,
Cartoons & Columns

11.00 am 12.30 pm

Institute Of
Contemporary
Indian Art
Gallery

Farzana Contractor, Editor-Publication &
Magazine
Hemant Morparia, Cartoonist, Sculptor &
Doctor
(Presentation, Q & A)

Registration Required

Photography – the How and
Why
Camera required

WORKSHOPS
Street Photography by
Breaking Rules

3.00 pm7.00 pm

Bellagio
Bistro

Kaushik Chakravorty

Registration Required

For all workshops requiring registrations please email: kgaf2012workshops@gmail.com
For registration at ICIA workshops-register@avidedu.in
Please arrive atleast 10 mins prior to the beginning of each workshop.
Late participants will not be allowed entry
For Workshops/Talks in Dance and Literature by AVID, kindly check their respective schedules.
Acknowledgements : Ami Patel, Radhi Parekh ( ARTISANS'), Meghna and Anubhav Vora (Bellagio
Bistro),Amisha Mehta, Varsha Karale and a special thanks to all our Guest Speakers
Note: Schedule is subject to change.

